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ABSTRACT 
Video communication is filtering into everyday use. Television is 
becoming more social, videoconferencing happens in the living 
room and beyond, and games are played with others remotely. 
The confluence of social networking, multimedia, and computer-
mediated interaction is radically reshaping social communication, 
bringing new challenges and opportunities. One key challenge 
ahead is to move from current static solutions (e.g., “talking 
heads”) to truly natural and immersive experiences. In this talk we 
provide an overview of the present state of the art through a few 
examples and discuss future possibilities and challenges. In 
particular, we will concentrate on two representative future 
application areas: performing arts and personal communication. In 
the former, we will explore how distributed stages can be linked, 
so artists at different locations can perform together at the same 
time the same song, act or play. In the latter, we will discuss our 
continuous efforts on the provision of 3D tele-immersion 
environments that offer a common virtual room for friends or 
family members to hangout. As we will show in this talk, current 
challenges associated to immersive media experience require 
multi-disciplinary solutions.  
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Communications 
Applications; H.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. 
HCI)]: multimedia information systems, user interfaces, 
hypertext, hypermedia; I.3 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
Dimensional Graphics and Realism 
General Terms 
Measurement, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors. 
Keywords 
Immersive Media; Socially-Aware Multimedia; Media 
Synchronization; Shared Experiences. 
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